Integral Thumb
Pivot Group Thru hardened
alloy pins and
heavy wall alloy
bearings.

Cylinder - Extra
strong hydraulic
cylinder, optional
high pressure
cylinder available.

Side Plates - Extra
thick QT100 Alloy
Steel.

Brace Mount Oversize pin to
receive high
pressure cylinder
or rigid brace.

Serrated edges for grip and control.

Full-Length
Tines - From pin
point, AR400.

Curved Profile Curved profile
cradles material
for maximum
capacity.

Features & Benefits
- AR400 cutting edge.
- Optional Weld-on or pin-on
replaceable teeth.
- Quickly retracts out of the
way.
- Adjusts to any angle.
- A Pin-On style thumb that
works with a quick coupler and
stays with the bucket.
- Excellent for loading
demolition debris, wood
waste, armor stone, etc.

Heavy Duty

Baffles - Heavy
plates reduce
twisting forces.

Nose Plates Extra thick
AR400.

Intersecting
Tips - For fine
picking and
placing.

Replaceable
Teeth (optional) Shown with replaceable teeth.

Nye Integral Thumb:

BT1 Series Typical Specifications
Carrier

Model

Tip Radius
mm [in]

Weight
kg [lb]

13 - 17 t

2BT1

1,533 [60]

4,950 [2,250]

16 - 24 t

3BT1

1,594 [63]

6,556 [2,980]

22 - 28 t

4BT1

1,801 [71]

9,944 [4,520]

26 - 38 t

5BT1

1,960 [77]

12,012 [5,460]
nye.ca/thumb

All Nye products are warranted to
be free of defects in materials and
workmanship for a period of 2 years
or 2,000 hours.
Specifications subject to change.
nye.ca/terms

Nye Manufacturing Ltd.
3585 Mavis Rd.
Mississauga, ON L5C 1T7
Canada
+1 905 897 2311
sales@nye.ca nye.ca

Many Configurations

Nye Integral Thumbs are hinged directly
on the bucket so they come off clean
when the bucket is uncoupled.
Excellent for loading: demolition debris,
wood waste, armor stone, etc.
Designed to work with most quick
couplers, the Integral Thumb stays with
the bucket at all times. This allows other
attachments to be coupled without
interference
from
the
thumb.
The Integral Thumb cylinder and
bracket can be used with some other
attachments like Grapples or Stump
Harvesters.
Consult our engineering department to
determine compatibility with your
existing equipment.

Stays With Bucket

BT1 The best there is, from the King
of Heavy Duty!
Scan for videos

Nye is a proud family owned Canadian
business; going strong for over 65 years

Put our expertise to work for you!
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